MY DAY & ROSS WEBSITE – SPRING 2018
RELEASE NOTES
We are pleased to announce that the following fixes and enhancements are now live on our website!
Visibility to some of these items depends on the access that has been granted to you by your Company
Administrator. For example, if you do not have access to request quotes, you will not see the fixes or
enhancements related to quoting. If you do not have a My Day & Ross website account, please contact
your Sales Professional for details or go to www.dayross.ca and click “Register now” today.
We would like to thank all of our customers for their patience in providing valuable feedback and
suggested improvements as we work on continuously improving our website.
Here are highlights of the changes implemented. Click on the fix or enhancement to view details.

FIXES


Pickups without BOL will no longer show a Print option



Labels now show the first 3 characters of Postal/Zip Codes properly

ENHANCEMENTS


Future Dated Pickups are now available



Dangerous Goods information can now be added to online shipments



New Online BOL format



Appointment Time and Date are now in proper format on BOL



Special Instructions text wraps to second line properly within box on BOL



Bar Codes on BOL now scan properly with terminal scanners
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FIXES
Pickups without BOL will no longer show a Print option
The issue where customers could see the option to “print” beside every pickup showing in the list on
the Pickups tab, even when the pickup did not include creating a bill of lading, has been resolved.
When viewing this list now, only the Pickups with a BOL will have the option to print showing in the
action column.

Labels now show the first 3 characters of Postal/Zip Codes properly
The issue where shipping labels were not showing the first three characters of a Postal Code or Zip
code in the bottom right corner has been resolved. The labels now show these in large bold characters
in the bottom right corner of every label produced.

ENHANCEMENTS
Future Dated Pickups are now available
When doing Create A Shipment, or Request a Pickup, you now have the option to select a future pickup
date. The Pickup Date will still default to “today” and when you click in the box it will bring up the
calendar to select a different date.
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Please note that, when using a future pickup date, the “Expected Delivery Date” field will not
automatically update with the new pickup date. You will need to ignore this field on the BOL and
expect delivery the appropriate number of transit days after your selected future pickup date.

Dangerous Goods information can now be added to online shipments
Customers have requested the ability to enter any Dangerous Goods information online when they
are creating their shipments. This option is now available when doing Create A Shipment and Request
A Pickup, by checking the box labelled Dangerous Goods.

Once this is checked, it opens the view below, with all appropriate entry fields for Dangerous Goods.
*Note you can only enter 1 Dangerous Good per line of measurements.
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New Online BOL format
We now have a brand new BOL format available for all shipments and pickups created online (see
example below)
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Appointment Date and Time are now in proper format on BOL
The appointment date and time were previously displaying as one group of numbers; this is now
corrected on the new BOL to show it as MM/DD/YYYY xx:xx.

Special Instructions text wraps to second line properly within box on
BOL
Previously it was noted that the text in the special instructions box would wrap in the middle of a word
making it hard to read. On the new BOL, the text wraps cleanly at a space or punctuation.

Bar Codes on BOL now scan properly with terminal scanners
Previously the Bar Codes could not be read by our terminal scanners, forcing a manual entry of PRO
numbers when uploading images to our systems. The new bar codes on the new BOL scan properly
eliminating the need for manual entry.

Stay tuned for our next release of enhancements
scheduled for Fall 2018!
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